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No theatre of conflict during World War
II produced such a dizzying array of
squadron insignia worn on uniforms and
flight suits as the China-Burma-India
campaign — nor had such little
standardization when producing the
patches! They were sewn, painted, or
appliquéd on leather or cloth in tiny shops
all over Asia. Accordingly, they’re presented
here in 4-, 5- and 6-inch sizes. Check your
sources whenever possible.
The white background is printed
separately to assure registration. Decals are
printed by MicroScale and are very thin!
Use standard MicroScale products.
The China Air Task Force insignia (later
to become the 14th Air Force insignia) was
produced with the tiger facing in two
different directions.

This is a standard resin kit, and assembles in the usual way. Both
heads or arms can be used to create either Claire Chennault or Tex Hill
or a generic CBI aviator, but there are some caveats:

The USAAF shoulder patch had wings
either in white or yellow. Small dots of
yellow paint on the white background will
create yellow wings.

The jacket depicted is the USAAF A-2 leather jacket. The original AVG
or “real” Flying Tigers actually wore Navy G-1 jackets. These can be
modeled by adding “fur” to the collar. See boxtop photo.

The “generic” Flying Tiger insignia was
often worn later in the war by 14th Air
Force personnel.

Also, the early Flying Tigers wore their “blood chits” on the inside of
their jackets. To make a scrupulously accurate early Flying Tiger, sand off
the raised blood chit area on the back of the jacket.

Uniforms worn in the CBI are the
standard USAAF “pinks and greens,” often
worn in combination — and often worn out!
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